USING FACETS TO REFINE/LIMIT SEARCH RESULTS IN SEARCH@XU

Browse Search@XU by topic and then use the facets listed in the left column to refine or limit your results.

- **Full Text**: Actually limits the amount of full-text you can access.
  - A faculty favorite.

- **Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals**: Another faculty favorite.

- **Xavier Xplore/ChioLINK Catalog Only**: Lets you limit to just articles if you check Academic Journals. There are many more material types if you click Show More, including books and electronic books which are not visible in this limited display. Material Types are listed in order by the number of results rather than alphabetical order by material type.

- **Show More**: Useful for finding broader, narrower, and related terms.

- **Subject**: Useful for searching a specific journal.

- **Publisher**: Limiting to English can be very useful.

- **Publication**: Useful for finding and e-books just at Xavier.

- **Language**: Useful for limiting results to your favorite database.